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A sufficient condition for bifurcation of real solutions of G(1, u)=O (where 
G: R x D -P E, D c E) is given in terms of the crossing number of the eigenvalue 
perturbation of the linearization along the trivial solutions (1,O). This number 
describes how many eigenvalues leave the negative real axis wen the parameter I 
varies from negative to positive values. Whereas in general only an odd crossing 
number entails bifurcation, for potential operators in a Hilbert space E a nonzero 
crossing number is sufficient for bifurcation. The proof uses a Lyapunov-Schmidt 
reduction and Conley’s index theory. :d 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A most general result of “Linearized Bifurcation Theory” in Banach 
spaces reads as follows: Let 
G:tRxD+E,DcE, be a Cl-map, 
G(1,O) = 0, G,(I1,0) = A(A) denote the Frechet derivative 
with respect o UE D at the trivial solution (A, 0), let A(0) be 
a Fredholm operator of index zero having an isolated eigen- 
value 0. (0.1) 
Then a sufficient condition for local bifurcation of solutions of the equation 
G(A, u) = 0, (A,u)E RxD, (0.2) 
at (1, U) = (0,O) is given by 
x(,4(A), 0) is odd. (0.3) 
Here x denotes the crossing number of the eigenvalue perturbation of A(2) 
through 0. It describes how many eigenvalues of A(2) (counting mul- 
tiplicities) have left the negative real axis when the parameter 1 varies from 
negative to positive values. If G is proper global bifurcation takes place. 
(For precise definitions and for a proof of these results we refer to [S].) 
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In view of simple well-known counterexamples Condition (0.3) cannot 
be weakened in general. 
For potential operators G(1, .) in a Hilbert space E, however, (0.3) may 
be replaced by the more gneral condition 
x( A (A), 0) is nonzero. (0.4) 
Such a result was first proved by Chow and Lauterbach [3] under 
additional hypotheses which imply that the evolution equation 
2 = G(A, u), i, = 0 
possesses a (finite dimensional) center manifold in a neighborhood of 
(1, U) = (0,O). When constructed in the usual way under the assumption 
that (0.5) generates a semiflow the Hille-Yosida Theorem implies a certain 
restrictive condition on the spectrum and on the resolvent of the symmetric 
family A(1). We do not know whether center manifolds exist, for instance, 
for operators whose linearizations have spectra which are unbounded in 
the positive and negative direction of the real axis. A prominent example is 
given by the wave operator A(A) u = u,, - u,,~ + (2 - %,) u with periodicity 
in the x-direction (= time direction) and zero-data Dirichlet conditions on 
the y-interval [0, n]. Depending on the choice of & #O and on a 
corresponding prescribed period the map A(0) satisfies condition (0.1) 
(see [6]). Thus our new theorem allows, for instance, to extend the results 
of [6] on bifurcation of (time-) periodic solutions of a one-dimensional 
nonlinear wave equation (see also [ 73). 
We remark that the present work generalizes results of Krasnosels’kii 
[9], Biihme [2], Marino [12], and Rabinowitz [13, 143 which only 
allowed a linear dependence of G on 1. The reason for this is that the 
parameter plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier of conditionally 
extremals of the potential on some sphere. This special structure, however, 
leads to more information on the zeros of G near (0,O). 
Since variational methods are no longer applicable our proof is different. 
We use Conley’s theorem on bifurcation of invariant sets as did Chow and 
Lauterbach. But in contrast to their approach we do not need a center 
manifold theory but use a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. It is worth men- 
tioning that this reduction preserves a nonzero crossing number of the 
eigenvalue perturbation of symmetric families A(A). The proof lays bare 
that it is not essentially the variational structure which entails bifurcation 
under Condition (0.4). A potential simply guarantees the existence of 
stationary points in bifurcating invariant sets. This, in turn, is a con- 
sequence of LaSalle’s Invariance Principle and our proof makes possible 
generalizations obvious. 
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STATEMENT AND PROOF OF TH& THEOREM 
Let E be a real Hilbert space with scalar product ( , ) and norm )I 11, 
and let D c H be a continuously embedded subspace having norm I/ II D. 
We consider a continuous map 
G:RxD+E,G(A,O)=O, 
having a continuous Frechet derivative with respect o u in a 
neighborhood of (A, u) = (0, 0), G,(A, 0) = A(A), and we 
assume that A(0): D -+ E is a Fredholm operator of index 
zero having an isolated eigenvalue 0. (1.1) 
The additional hypothesis compared to previous bifurcation results is the 
following: 
There is a differentiable potential g: R x D + 02 such that 
g,(l, U) h = (G(A, a), h) for all hi D and for all (A, U) in a 
neighborhood of (0,O). (1.2) 
We derive some consequences (see [9, p. 3181): 
The family A(1): D-+E is symmetric; i.e., (A(A) u,, u,)= 
(u,,A(;l)uz) for all u,,u*ED. (1.3) 
There is an orthogonal decomposition E= R(A,) @ 
ker(A,)(A, = A(0)) with orthogonal (symmetric) projection 
P: E + ker(A,) along R(A,). (1.4) 
The isolated eigenvalue 0 of A(0) of multiplicity n E N perturbs into an 
n-fold (real) family of eigenvalues of A(A). We define 
a((A)[a)(A)] =sum of the multiplicities of all perturbed 
eigenvalues of A(A) near 0 on the negative [positive] real 
axis. (1.5) 
If 
cr<(A)+a’(i)=n for 1#0, near zero, lim,,,(cr<(--E)- 
O<(E)) = x(A(A), 0) exists (1.6) 
then 
x(,4(1), 0) is the crossing number of the family A(I) through 
0 at I = 0. (1.7) 
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Now we are ready to state: 
THEOREM. Under the above hypotheses on G, if’ 
X(A(l.), 0) is nonzero (1.8) 
then (0,O) is a bifurcation point for the equation G(A, u) = 0, (L, u) E R! x D. 
We give the proof by a sequence of propositions. 
The well-known Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction with the decomposition 
(1.4) yields for u E D 
G(I, u)=Oo 
PG(A, u+w)=O v= PM, 
(Z-P) G(A, v + w) = 0, w= (I- P) u. (1.9) 
By the implicit function theorem the second equation is locally solved by 
w = II/(& v), $44 0) = 0, @“PI 0) = 0. (1.10) 
The problem is to solve the bifurcation equation 
PG(1, u + t&l, u)) = @(A, v) = 0, u E ker(A,), (1.11) 
by some nontrivial (2, u) near (0,O). We know (see [S]) 
OL’(;l, 0) = PA(4{I,- [(Z-P) ‘4(J)] -‘(Z-P) A(A)}, (1.12) 
where 
10 = Zker(Ag), [(Z-P) A(%)]-‘: R(A,) + l&4,). 
A short computation shows that 
@,(A, 0) = a(n): ker(A,) -+ ker(A,) is symmetric. (1.13) 
In [S] we proved that x(a(A), 0) is defined and odd whenever x(,4(2), 0) is 
defined and odd. In the symmetric case we can show 
PROPOSITION 1. 
XV@), 0) = x(4nL 0). 
This was shown by Lauterbach [ 111 for analytic dependence on II. We 
offer a different proof for continuous dependence on 1. 
Complexify E in the natural way and consider the complex two- 
parameter family 
J(K, 1): A(A) + ii& D + E, (K, 1) E iw’. (1.14) 
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Let E, be the perturbed invariant eigenspace of A(i) near E,=ker(A,). 
Then the complexification of E, is the perturbed invariant eigenspace of the 
family J(K, 1) having the perturbed eigenvalues pj(A) + ix when PJA), 
j = 1, . . . . n, are the perturbed (real) eigenvalues of A(1). We define 
D(K, 1) = (ReCdet J(K, A) I Ej.)l, ImCdet(J(K, 1) I Ei)l)9 
(1.15) 
d(~, A) = (Re[det b(~, A)], ImCdet HK, ~)I), 
where 
b(K, /l)=PJ(lc, I)(Z,- [(Z-P) 44 n)]-‘(~-w&c, qf, 
b(~, A): ker(A,) + ker(A,) (complexified). 
(1.16) 
We find that 
with 
b(K, A) = Q(n) + iKIO + 6(K, A) 
(1.17) 
6(K, xi)= K?$K, A), &(K, o)=o. 
Obviously D(K, 2) # (0,O) on some 8Q,, Q, = {(K, 1) E R2, ~~ + A2 < ~~1, 
such that the Brouwer degree of D: fi2, + CR* is defined. Using the same 
ideas as in [S] we get for the two-parameter family J(K, ii) the following 
identity 
det(C(K, 1, A) 1 Ei) det(J(K, A) 1 Ei) = det(b(K, A, i) I Ej,) (1.18) 
(see (3.13) in [S]). The operators c(K, I, 2): E, --t Ej. are isomorphisms for 
all (K, A) E 05,, the operators b(lc, 2, z): E, + E, are given by 
b(K, 1, 7) = p(T) J(K, n){z, - [Q(T) J(K, A)]-’ Q(r) J(K, A,}, (1.19) 
.where P(T): E + E, are the eigenprojections, Q(T) = I- P(T), and 
I, = Ii-(r) ker(Ao). 
Furthermore it follows as in [5] that 
det(b(K, 1, z) ) & # 0 for all T between 0 and A provided 0 is 
no eigenvalue of J(K, A). (1.20) 
Since b(~, 1,O) = b(lc, A) the Brouwer degree of d: Q, 4 [w* is defined. Next 
we use the fact that the degree of a plane vector field (fl(rc, A),~*(K, A)) is 
its winding number or its rotation along dQn, (for a definition see [lo], 
e.g.). By direct computation we see that the rotation of the complex 
product (f, g, -fi g2,f2 g, +f, g2) is the sum of the rotation of (f, ,f2) and 
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of (g, , gZ). Therefore, when split into its real and imaginary parts, we get 
by the homotopy (1.20) and the identity (1.18) 
de@, Q,, 0) = de&d a,:, 01, (1.21) 
since det(C(rc, 1, A))#0 for all (K, A)E~~. 
Now we state a relation between the degree of D and the crossing num- 
ber x(,4(A), 0). Since the determinant is the product of all eigenvalues and 
since deg((pj(l), K), 52,, 0) = + 1 if the eigenvalue p,(A) crosses (with 
increasing A) from the right to the left half plane, since it is - 1 if it crosses 
from the left to the right half plane, and since it is 0 if it does not cross at 
all, we conclude that 
deg(D, Q,, 0) = x(A(J.), 0). (1.22) 
Let vj(li, 2) be all n eigenvalues of b(~, 1) depending continuously on (K, A) 
in Q,. Then det b(rc, A) is the product of all n eigenvalues and as above 
deg(d, Q,, 0) = i deg( Re vi, Im v,), Q,,, 0). (1.23) 
,=I 
By the symmetry of a(l) it is diagonalizable for any /z near 0. We define 
Vj(K, A)= Vi(l)+ iK + cj(K, A), j= 1, . . . . n, (1.24) 
where ~~(1) are the (real) eigenvalues of a(A). When a(L) is diagonalized we 
see that Cj(~, A) are the eigenvalues of &K, A) and therefore, by (1.17) 
cj(K, A)= Kf,j(K, A), c,,(K, o)=o, j=l , . . . . n, (1.25) 
where VIU(~, 2) are the eigenvalues of a,(~, 3,). Thus, if E > 0 is small 
enough, 
sign(Im v.~(K, 3,)) = sign K for all (K, I)EQ,. (1.26) 
By an obvious homotopy we find that 
deg((Re Vj, Im Vj), Q,, 0) = deg((v,(l), K), a,, 0) (1.27) 
and again, like in (1.22), 
deg(d, Q,, 0) = x(4), 0). (1.28) 
We remark that in [8] we gave a sufficient condition for nonsymmetric 
operators such that Proposition 1 is true. 
Next we consider the n-dimensional dynamical system 
d = @(%, u) = a(%) 0 +f(A, u), ll.m v)ll = dll~ll) as v + 0. (1.29) 
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PROPOSITION 2. Nontrivial bounded invariant sets for equation (1.29) 
bifurcate at (A, v) = (0,O). 
This is a consequence of Conley’s index theory (see [4]) since, by 
x(42), 0) # 0, (1.30) 
the dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds change at 1, = 0. 
To be more precise, for 1# 0 (01 is an isolated invariant set for (1.29) 
since it is a hyperbolic equilibrium. Let N, be any compact neighborhood 
of the origin in ker(A,) which is an isolating neighborhood of {O} for 
Eq. (1.29) for I = + E. Then there is a solution of (1.29) for some ,? E ( -E, E) 
which lies in N, for all time and which passes through a boundary point of 
N,. In particular this solution is bounded and nontrivial. If there were no 
such solution N, would define a continuation of (0) at I = --E to (0) at 
2 = E and the indices would be the same, contradicting 4.3 in [4]. (See also 
9.1 in [4].) Taking the unions of all such bounded solution curves non- 
trivial bounded invariant sets for (1.29) bifurcate at (A, u) = (0, 0). 
Whereas in dimensions n > 2 the structure of bounded invariant sets 
is not classified we can prove, however, that in our case they necessarily 
contain stationary points. 
PROPOSITION 3. The dynamical system (1.29) possesses for each 1 near 
zero a Lyapunov function V(A, .): ker(A,) + IF! defined in a neghborhood of 
v = 0 whose orbital derivative vanishes only at stationary points of (1.29). 
Consider 
V(J*, 0) =&?(A u + $(L u)), g as in (1.2) 
I) as in (1.10). 
(1.31) 
and let v = v(t) be a solution of (1.29) in a neighborhood of v = 0. Then the 
orbital derivative of V is defined as 
$ VA v(t)) = Cl& v(t) + $(A v(t))), C(t) +; $(A u(t))) 
In view of 
= IIf’W, v + $(A v)l12 
+ ((32, v + $(A, v), $,(A, 0) f’G(5 u + +(A u))). (1.32) 
and 
$,(A 0): WAJ + NAJ n 0 $“(O, 0) = 0, (1.33) 
(1-f’) G(k v(f) + W, v(t))) = 0, (1.34) 
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we conclude that 
2; II@(k 4f))l12 for IAl 66,, lIu(t)Il G6,. (1.35) 
PROPOSITION 4. Any nontrivial bounded invariant set of (1.29) for L near 
zero which lies in a neighborhood of v = 0 contains a nontrivial stationary 
point. 
This is a consequence of LaSalle’s Invariance Principle (see [l], e.g.) 
which says that the limit sets of any bounded solution v consists only of 
stationary points provided (1.29) possesses a Lyapunov function described 
in Proposition 3. If the c(- and o-limit sets of a bounded solution v would 
both be (0) then the orbital derivative would vanish at some t E R and 
therefore, in view of (1.35), vr0. Thus at least one limit set is nontrivial. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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